Abstract. Mapping of projective creations which includes the II degree surfaces in the
INTRODUCTION
Two projective, collinear spaces (  1 and  2 ) are in a general case given with five pairs of biunivocally associated points (A 1 B 1 C 1 D 1 E 1 and A 2 B 2 C 2 D 2 E 2 ).
In order to simplify mapping of projective creations including surfaces of II degree in these spaces, firstly the characteristic parameters must be constructively determined, such as:1. vanishing planes (N 1 and M 2 ), which are associated with two infinitely distant planes of space (N 2 ∞ and M 1 ∞ ); 2. axes of space (o 1 and o 2 ), only two associated straight lines perpendicular to the vanishing planes; 3. space centers (W 1 andX 2 ), axis piercing points through the vanishing planes. Each plane, even an infinitely distant one, intersects the general surface of II degree on the curve of II degree, which may be real, imaginary or imaginary degenerated into two conjugate imaginary straight lines. All surfaces of II degree are mapped using the common elements of absolute conic and infinitely distant conic of quadric, which provide the determination of axes, circular intersections and circumferential points of any surface of II degree. "Each plane in space has its own infinity distant straight line which contains the absolute points of that plane. Geometric position of absolute points in the infinitely distant plane of the space is absolute conic of space. This imaginary curve of II degree intersects every straight line in infinitely distant plane in a pair of conjugate imaginary points". [6] Since the absolute and infinitely distant conic are situated in the infinitely distant plane of one space and cannot be represented graphically, the associated pair of conics in a vanishing plane of another space is used, that is, their common elements. Absolute conic a I1 associated with the imaginary circle a I2 , which has a real representation a Z2 (figure of absolute conic). Infinitely distant conic of quadrics k 1 ∞ has its own associated conic k 2 , which was obtained by the intersection of the associated quadric with the vanishing plane. The paper analyzed the conditions that must be satisfied by the general surface of II degree in the first space so that it could be mapped into the respective general surface of II degree in the second collinear space. A sphere is chosen for the surface in the first space. Therefore according to what its position in respect to the characteristic parameters of the first space is, it will be mapped either into the rotational or into the triaxial general surface. According to the infinitely distant conic of general surface of II degree (real, imaginary or degenerated imaginary), a sphere will be mapped into a ellipsoid, a hyperboloid of two sheets, a paraboloid. Mapping is biunivocal.
DETERMINATION OF THE CHARASTERISTIC PARAMETERS AND FIGURES OF ABSOLUTE CONICS IN GENERAL COLLINEAR SPACES
The constructive procedure for determination of characteristic parameters of spaces ( fig. 1 ) was given in more detail in other papers [4] , and that for determination of figures of absolute conics ( fig. 2 ) in the paper [3] .
GENERAL SURFACES OF II DEGREE
General surfaces of II degree, formed as a product of projective fundamental creations of 2 nd kind. The paper considered only real general surface of II degree. Infinitely distant conic of quadrics these may be real (hyperboloid of two sheets), imaginary (ellipsoid) and imaginary degenerated into two conjugate imaginary straight lines (paraboloid). A sphere is a special type of ellipsoid, whose infinitely distant conic is absolute conic.
In order to map general surfaces of II degree, a sphere has been chosen in the first space, whose intersections with any plane are the circumferences, which may be real, imaginary or imaginary degenerated, which will be used for the further analysis.
For the purpose of determining axes, circular intersections and circumferential points of associated general surface of II degree, in the second space, we used common elements of intersecting conic of the sphere with the vanishing plane and the figure of absolute conic in the first space. These are common autopolar triangle and two real double straight lines, lying on the conjugate imaginary intersecting points of these two conics in vanishing plane in the first space. Through the apexes of the common autopolar triangle of their associated conics in infinitely distant plane and through the center pass the axes of the mapped general surface in second space. In the general case the surfaces of II degree have three axes. The center of a sphere in the first space maps into the pole in respect to the vanishing plane of the associated surface in the second space. The pole of the sphere in respect to the vanishing plane in the first space maps into the center of the associated surface in the second space. Real double straight lines determine the two systems of parallel planes that will intersect the associated surface along circumferences circles. Four planes from the two systems of parallel planes touch the surface in circular points.
MAPPING A SPHERE INTO ROTATING GENERAL SURFACES OF II DEGREE
"In general rotating surfaces of II degree, out of the three points of common autopolar triangle, of the two conics in the vanishing plane, intersecting conic of sphere k 2 with vanishing plane M 2 , and the figure of absolute conic a I2 , two are infinitely distant, R 2 ∞ and Q 2
∞
, and one is in finiteness P 2 . "Each pair of involutory associated points on the infinitely distant straight line of vanishing plane M 2 , induced by two conics, k 2and a I2 , with the point P 2 constitute a common autopolar triangle, which means that there is  1 of such triangles". [6] General rotating surfaces of II degree, have a single main axis, with the center of that surface lying on it. The main axis of the associated general surfaces in the second space is the axis of that space. [2] In order to map a sphere s 2 in the space  2 ( fig. 3) , into a rotating ellipsoid s 1 in space  1 , it is necessary to select a sphere in such a way that it intersects the vanishing plane M 2 in the first space, along the imaginary circumference k I2 , whose real representative is the circumference k Z2 , which is concentric with a figure a I2 , of absolute conic a I1 in the first space ( fig. 3) .
Since the imaginary centers of circumferences k I2 and a I2 , whose real representative are the circumferences k Z2 and a Z2 , coincide with each other and with center W 2 of space 
There is only one system of parallel planes that intersects a rotating ellipsoid by circumferences and only two real circumferential points in finiteness, in which the planes touches the ellipsoid. All other points are elliptical. [2] In order to map a sphere s 2 in space  2 ( fig. 4) , into a rotating hyperboloid of two sheets s 1 in space 
1
, it is necessary to select a sphere in such a way that it intersect the vanishing plane M 2 in the first space, along the real circumference k 2 , which is concentric with a figure of absolute conic a I2 , its real representative a Z2 , (fig. 4) . Everything else related to the axis, circular cross-sections and circular points of rotating hyperboloid of two sheets, valid as the rotating ellipsoid. fig. 5) , into a rotating paraboloid s 1 in space  1 , it is necessary to select a sphere in such a way that it intersects the vanishing plane M 2 in the first space, along the degenerated imaginary conic k I2 , which degenerates into two conjugate imaginary lines. This means that a sphere touches the vanishing plane in that space. Of the three points of common autopolar triangle for the circumerence a Z2 and two conjugate imaginary straight lines Z 2 (b 2 ,b 2 ,c 2 ,c 2 ) in the vanishing plane M 2 , two are infinitely distant, R 2 ∞ and Q 2 ∞ , and one is in finiteness P 2 , as in the other rotating surfaces. Everything else related to the axes and circular cross-sections of rotating paraboloid, is the same as in a rotating ellipsoid, apart from one circumferential point is in finiteness, and other is infinitely distant. [2] Fig . 5 Mapping a sphere into a rotating paraboloid
MAPPING A SPHERE INTO A TRIAXIAL GENERAL SURFACES OF II DEGREE
In triaxial general surfaces of II degree, common elements of the absolute conic of space and infinitely distant conic of quadrics ensures that these surfaces have three axes and two systems of parallel planes to intersect them along circumferences. Four planes of the two systems of planes touch general surfaces in the circumferential points, which means that there are four circular points. Of the three points of common autopolar triangle of their associated pair of conics a I2 and k 2 in the vanishing plane M 2 , two of them are in the finiteness P 2 and R 2 , and one is infinitely distant Q 2 ∞ . The centers of the two conics in vanishing plane M 2 do not coincide, or they are in general position. This means that the center of a sphere in the first space should not be on the axis of that space. [2] In order to map a sphere s 2 in space  2 ( fig.6 ), into a triaxial ellipsoid s 1 in space  1 , it is necessary to select a sphere in such a way that it intersect the vanishing plane M 2 in the first space, along the imaginary circumference k I2 , whose the real representative is the circumference k Z2 , which is in general position with a figure a I2 of absolute conic a I1 . This means that the sphere has no common real points with the vanishing plane fig.7) , into a triaxial (elliptical) hyperboloid of two sheets in space  1 , it is necessary to select a sphere in such a way that it intersects the vanishing plane M 2 in the first space,along the real circumference k 2 , which is in general position with a figure a I2 of absolute conic a I1 . Points , it is necessary to select a sphere in such a way that it intersects the vanishing plane M 2 in the first space, along the imaginary degenerated conic k I2 , which degenerats into two conjugate imaginary straight lines, whose intersecting point is Z 2 (the sphere touches the vanishing plane). The point W 2 which is the center of circumference a Z2 , which is the real representative of the conic a I2 , does not coincide with the point Z 2 , which means that center of the sphere is not on the axis of the space  This is a special case of mapping of general surfaces of II degree, since the infinitely distant conic of spheres is the absolute conic.
In order to map a sphere s 2 in space  2 ( fig. 9 ) into a sphere in space  1 it is necessary to select a sphere in such a way that it intersect the vanishing plane M 2 in the first space, along the figure of absolute conic a I2 , an imaginary circumference whose the real representative is the circumference a Z2 . Centers of figures of absolute conics in vanishing planes coincide with the centers of spaces, therefore the centers of the spheres, of the elliptic pencil of spheres, which maps into an elliptic pencil of spheres, must be on the axes of the spaces. All points on a sphere are the circumferential points. [2] The paper concludes that general surfaces of II degree in the collinear spaces will always be mapped into general surfaces of II degree. In order to make the mapped surfaces of II degree in the second space: 1. rotational, centers of the surface in the first space must be on the axis of that space (in this way, providing the main axis of rotational surface); 2. triaxial (elliptical), the center of the surface in the first space should not be on the axis of that space. For rotational and triaxial surfaces, in order to make the mapped surface of II degree in the second space: 1. ellipsoid, surface intersection with vanishing plane in the first space, is an imaginary circumference; 2. hyperboloid of two sheets, surface intersection with vanishing plane in the first space is real circumference; 3. paraboloid, surface intersection with vanishing plane in the first space is degenerated imaginary circumference, which degenerates to two conjugate imaginary straight lines. Should the mapped surface of II degree in the second space be a sphere, surface intersection with vanishing plane in the first space must be the figure of absolute conic.
